
 

Do media like the internet and TV have a greater influence on people's lives than political 

leaders. Do you agree or disagree? 

 

 

Nowadays, by the high speed revolution of information technology, the effect of  

media like the internet and Tv are incredibly huge. Political leaders and their political  

ideologies seem to be less effective than before.  

Life these days is much easier than before, war is nolonger needed for evasion.  

People have freedom to do things they do best. The more things they are free todo,  

the busier they are. People nowadays are so busy that they dont have much free  

time. Their spare time now is for family and entertainment activities. So the internet  

or Tv are convenient things for them for relaxing.  

Furthermore, the internet and Tv provide people informations about the world  

outside. It's much different from the past, we had to go out to see how the world  

changed, how the polician lectured before the public, maybe that's why activities of  

politicians are nolonger popular. Beside, with the development of the internet, 

computers are giving us much more interesting things to attract our attentions. The  

information about other culture, movies, games, entertainment places are what we  

are interested in now.  

On the other hand, there's still a part of the society that consists oldpeople at  

middle age and above still cares much about politics. Nomatter big or small, parts of  

their life connect closely to the difficult period of their country. They have the  

knowledge wise enough to know how important of the need of an outstanding  

political leader.  

As the result of information technology revolution and a peaceful world we're  

living on, the internet and Tv are now more and more effective than political leaders,  

I myself consider it as a good thing.  

 

 

    I am confused about the question. My essay answers for the question : why domedia like the 

internet amd Tv have a greater influence on people's live than politicial leaders. I think thereal 

question is : how do media..... 

   So my answer for this topic wont get me any credit right? 

 

 Revised 

 Nowadays, by as a result of the high speed revolution of information technology, the effect of  

media like the internet and Tv are is incredibly huge. At the same time, pPolitical leaders and their 

political ideologies seem to be less effective than before.  

 Life these days is much easier than before and war is no longer needed for evasion.  



People have freedom to do things they do best. The more things they are free to do,  

the busier they are. People nowadays are so busy that they dont have much free  

time. Their spare time now is for family and entertainment activities, so. So the internet  

or Tv are convenient things for them for relaxing.  

 Furthermore, the internet and Tv provide people informations about the world  

outside. It's much different from the past, when we had to go out to see how the world  

changed, and how the policians lectured before the public. M, maybe that's why activities of  

politicians are no longer popular. Besides, with the development of the internet, 

computers are giving us much more interesting things to attract our attentions. The  

information about other culture, movies, games, entertainment places are what we  

are interested in now.  

 On the other hand, there's still a part of the society that consists old people at  

middle age and above that still cares much about politics. No matter how big or small, parts of  

their life connect closely to the difficult period of their country. They have the  

enough knowledge wise enough to know how important of is the need of for an outstanding  

political leader.  

 As the result of information technology revolution and a peaceful world we're  

living on, the internet and Tv are now more and more effective than political leaders,  

I myself consider it this as a good thing.  

 

 

You did a very good job with a difficult question! Your organization was good, your paragraphs 

made good sense and you had some good vocabulary in there. Note that the question asks if you 

agree or disagree with the proposition. You agreed with it in your conclusion, which is okay in this 



case, but be careful when writing in response to "agree or disagree' questions. Usually it's best to 

state your opinion in the Introduction and then support in the following paragraphs before repeating  

it in some way in the conclusion.  


